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Global Financial Markets 
 
Global markets bounced back from the previous week’s losses as investors took their cue from positive economic 

releases during the week. Earlier anxieties over weak 3rd quarter corporate earnings results in the US were soothed as 

companies like Citigroup Inc. and American Express Co. posted better-than-expected profits. In Europe, markets 

continued to remain hopeful that Spain would soon request for a bail-out. 

 
 
Global Equities 
 

Global equities gained ground during the 

week as investor sentiment improved on the 

back of optimistic data releases in the US 

as well as renewed hopes that Spain would 

finally request for financial aid. Gains were 

however tempered by downbeat jobless 

claims data released in the US on 

Thursday, though all markets still managed 

to close positive. 

 In the US, consumer sentiment 

unexpectedly rose to its highest level in five 

years. This month, the Thomson 

Reuters/University of Michigan consumer 

sentiment index jumped to 83.1, beating 

market estimates of 78.0 from a final 

September reading of 78.3. Moreover, the 

one-year inflation expectations reading fell 

to 3.1% from 3.3% while the inflation 

expectations covering the next 5 to 10 

years fell to 2.6% from 2.8%. Retail sales 

likewise rose for a third consecutive month 

last September, with reports showing that retail food-service sales increased 1.1%, higher than market estimates of +0.8% to a 

seasonally adjusted US$412.94 billion. The increase in retail sales provided some hard evidence that rising consumer confidence 

was translating into actual spending. On the other hand, more Americans than expected filed for unemployment benefit claims 

during the week ended October 13. Jobless claims soared to 388,000 from a revised 342,000 registered during the prior period. The 

figure far exceeded the 365,000 projected by a median forecast of 49 economist surveyed by Bloomberg. Despite the volatile 

movements of jobless claims, the level of layoffs has been little changed indicating that the main culprit for weak payrolls numbers 

is actually a lack of hiring. 

Over in Europe, the German government slightly raised its economic forecast for this year, but sharply cut its 2013 outlook. The 
government slashed its growth forecast to 1% next year from the previous forecast of 1.6%. For 2012, the government slightly 
raised its economic growth outlook to 0.8% from 0.7%. German Economy Minister Philipp Roesler stated that the euro-zone 
economy was showing signs of stabilization despite recession in some countries. Further adding evidence to a slowly recovering 
Euro-zone economy was Spain’s retention of its investment-grade credit rating from Moody’s Investors Service despite having 
received a downgrade from S&P last week. 

Asian markets rallied on the back of favorable corporate earnings in the US and as reports released showed that China’s GDP was 

in line with expectations. The Chinese National Bureau of Statistics reported that the nation’s third quarter GDP grew 7.4%, slightly 

lower than the previous quarter’s 7.6% print. Although this figure marked the slowest pace since early 2009, the report suggested 

that the economy might have already touched the bottom. 

Week-on-week, all indices ended in the green as the MSCI World index gained 2.35% led by the Asia-Pacific ex Japan region which 

climbed 2.11% and the European region which rose 1.94%. The S&P500 index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average index 

increased 1.71% and 1.67%, respectively.  

11-Oct-12 18-Oct-12 % Change

MSCI World 1,308.83 1,339.55 2.35%

MSCI Europe 93.35 95.16 1.94%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 439.02 448.27 2.11%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 13,326.39 13,548.94 1.67%

S&P 500 1,432.84 1,457.34 1.71%

Global Equity Performance
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Global Bonds 

 
US Treasury prices plunged this week, particularly on the long end, as 

investors adopted a risk-on sentiment on the back of positive corporate 

earnings and economic data releases. This left little demand for safe-haven 

securities. Week-on-week, the 30-year benchmark yield soared 16.83 basis 

points, followed by the 10-year benchmark rate which rose 16.45 basis 

points. Only the 91-day tenor slightly fell, losing 0.03 basis points to 0.096%. 

Spanish government bonds rose this week after the country was able to sell 
more than its target at an auction, and as EU leaders gathered for a two-day 
summit in Brussels to discuss the region’s debt crisis. 10-year Spanish bond 
yields fell as low as 5.39%, the lowest level since April, as German Chancellor Angela Merkel claimed that stability was finally 
starting to show in the Eurozone after 3 years of being in crisis. This week’s auction raised 4.614 billion euros, beating the expected 
amount of 4.5 billion euros. The surge in Spanish bond prices can also be attributed to the retention of the country’s investment-
grade credit rating by Moody’s Investors Service.  

Currencies  
 
Riskier currencies had much to benefit from the upbeat economic tidings 

released this week. The safe-haven US dollar and Japanese yen fell back 

amid surprisingly good corporate earnings results from the US, progress on 

the Euro-zone’s debt crisis, and China’s  solid GDP figure. The euro also 

advanced as Moody’s retained its investment-grade credit rating for Spain. 

For the week, the shared currency gained 1.85% against the Japanese yen 

and 0.78% against the US dollar. 

 
 
The week ahead (Oct 22 – Oct 26) 
 
This week, the stellar performance of global markets was mostly hinged on positive data releases from across all regions. We 

expect investors to adopt a wait-and-see stance as they anticipate the results of the two-day European summit in Brussels, wherein 

financial ministers will be discussing the region’s debt crisis. Market-watchers will also continue to be on the look-out for any 

developments on Spain’s request for financial aid. Most likely, markets will continue to trade on an upward bias next week, though 

any significant increases will be tempered by profit-taking from this week’s solid gains. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 11-Oct 18-Oct  +/- bps

3m 0.097 0.096 -0.03

6m 0.142 0.147 0.51

2y 0.262 0.298 3.63

5y 0.659 0.786 12.77

10y 1.670 1.834 16.45

30y 2.851 3.019 16.83

Currencies 

12-Oct 19-Oct % Change

USD/PHP 41.430 41.390 0.10%

EUR/USD 1.2951 1.3052 0.78%

GBP/USD 1.6072 1.6044 -0.17%

USD/JPY 78.44 79.31 -1.10%

AUD/USD 1.0233 1.0353 1.17%

USD/CHF 0.9335 0.9263 0.78%

EUR/CHF 1.20928 1.20907 0.02%

EUR/JPY 101.61 103.52 -1.85%
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Philippine Financial Markets 

 
The local equities market had a relatively strong week following the upbeat OFW remittances, Moody’s upgrade in 
domestic growth forecasts and positive news from the US and China. Conversely, the local bonds market slowed as 
these positive data releases fuelled a risk-on sentiment. The local currency ended the week on a positive note as 
optimistic data from US boosted demand for emerging market assets.  

 

Local Equities  
 

The domestic market was mostly upbeat this week after last week’s slump. 
Healthy OFW remittances, a Moody’s upgrade in domestic growth forecasts, and 
a slew of positive news from the US and China helped buoy the index Monday 
through Wednesday. The upward trend tapered down as concerns over foreign 
ownership issues and investor profit taking limited further upside on Thursday 
and Friday. Top index gainers for the week include SM (+7.01%) and BPI 
(+6.89%) as both companies hit 52-week highs. Laggards for the week include 
ICT (-3.91%), TEL (-1.69%), and ALI (-1.28%) as investors remain wary about 
the companies breaching foreign ownership limits. Week on week the PSEi 
added 62.64 points or +1.17% ending the week at 5,432.36, the year’s second 
highest closing level. 
 
 
 

Conglomerates 
 

 MVP-led Metro Pacific Investments Corp. (MPIC) is set to delist its toll-road subsidiary Metro Pacific Tollways Corp. 

(MPTC) from the Philippine Stock Exchange. MPIC disclosed that the company’s board already approved the filing of 

a voluntary delisting by MPTC and a tender offer by MPIC to buy all minority shareholders of its subsidiary. 

Meanwhile, MPTC said in a separate disclosure that the decision was made after due evaluation and study of the 

options available for the company. 

 Listed developer Empire East Land Holdings, Inc. (ELI) disclosed it was able to raise Php2.695 billion from its recently 

concluded 1:4 stock rights offer held last October 8 to 12. Also, the company was able to earn the corporate 

regulator’s approval to increase its authorized capital stock by Php10 billion. Empire East added that the money raised 

would be allocated for capital and development expenditures. After the stock rights offer, the company now has a total 

of 13,476,199,167 issued and outstanding common shares, and an authorized capital stock of Php33.495 billion 

consisting of 31.495 billion common shares and 2 billion preferred shares. 

Food 
 

 RFM Corp., has reportedly sold its processed and canned meat business operating under the Swift brand to Pacific 

Meat Co. Inc. (PMC), the meat subsidiary of food giant Century Pacific Group, amounting as much as Php850 million. 

However, the transaction excludes the meat plant and building in Cabuyao Laguna, which will continue to be utilized 

by RFM for its other food and beverage products. Century Pacific founder and chairman Ricardo Po Sr. stated that the 

purchase will be funded mostly by internally–generated cash 

Power 

 
 Energy Development Corp. (EDC) is set to pursue its overseas expansion program in Peru and Chile with a Canadian 

partner. Richard Tantoco, EDC president and chief operating officer, said that they plan to drill one to two wells in 
Chile and do reconnaissance surveys, geophysics, geology and geochemistry work in Peru. EDC signed an 
agreement with Canada-based Alterra Power Corp. early this week and the deal states that companies will conduct 
exploration field works and due diligence at Alterra’s geothermal concessions in Chile and five geothermal projects in 
Peru. 

 
Utilities 
 

 Manila Water Co. recently signed a share purchase agreement with Suez Environment (Suez) to acquire majority 
control (Suez’s 51% equity) in PT PAM Lyonnaise Jaya (PALYJA). Manila Water Investor Relations Officer Patty 
Pineda said that this is Manila Water’s first purchase agreement with an Indonesian water distribution utility. She 

12-Oct 19-Oct % Change

PSEi 5,369.72 5,432.36 1.17%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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added that as soon as the company acquires the 51% share, it will bring a significant contribution to firm’s income 
since PALYJA covers the west zone of Jakarta and it serves around 4.5 million of its population. 

 
 

Transportation 
  

 Cebu Pacific (CEB) will be adding more flights to minor domestic points to capitalize on the areas left by flag carrier 
Philippine Airlines (PAL), which is planning to restructure operations by flying only to major destinations. Cebu Pacific 
Vice President for Marketing and Distributions Candice Iyog has stated that the airline has enough carriers coming in 
for the year and the succeeding years to cover key local destinations and additional flights. Data released by the 
government showed that Cebu Pacific’s domestic passenger base grew 18% for the first half of 2012. Growth was 
driven by a 36% growth in the Cebu-Mindanao traffic, a 53% growth in Cebu-Visayas traffic, a 49% growth in Cebu-
Luzon traffic and a 27% growth in Luzon-Manila traffic. 

 
 

 
Philippine Bond Markets  

 
Local government securities prices traded trade sideways almost the 
entire week as investors anticipated the Monetary Board Meeting on 
October 25. However, local bond prices went down towards the end of 
the week as investors adopted a risk-on sentiment following positive 
economic releases from the US and China. Week-on-week, yields 
climbed by an average of 3 basis points, led by the long and belly ends 
of the curve which went up by 8 and 4 basis points, respectively 
 
The Bureau of the Treasury closed the sale of the retail treasury bonds 
(RTB) on October 18 amid heavy demand for the papers. Likewise, 
National Treasurer Roberto Tan confirmed that the offer period of the 
RTBs ended on Thursday, and added that they had already generated 
the desired volume based on their projected requirements for the next 
months. 
 
 
Philippine Peso 
 

The Philippine peso started on a weak note as investors traded cautiously ahead of the third quarter corporate earnings in the US. 
However, the currency picked up as upbeat retail sales data, better-than-expected corporate earnings results and positive industrial 
data were released in the US. Week-on-week, the local currency gained 4 centavos to close at Php41.390. 
 
 
According to a data released by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, personal remittances from overseas Filipino workers (OFW) 
expanded by 7.9% in August 2012. The figure for the first eight months of the year registered at US$13.7, 5.6% higher compared to 
the same period last year. The growth in remittances was sustained by higher personal transfers from land-based Overseas Filipino 
workers (OFWs) with work contracts of one year or more (up by 3.3%), as well as sea-based workers and land-based workers with 
short-term contracts (higher by 13.3%). 

 

The Bureau of Internal Revenue missed its collection target in the month of September, registering Php71.04 billion, almost Php3 
billion short of the Php73.93 billion goal for the month. However, the figure reflected a 6.75% increase in the same period a year 
ago. As of September the bureau has collected Php772.48 billion, Php27.82 billion short of the 9-month target of Php800.29 million. 
Furthermore, revenues from the bureau’s operations rose by 6.73% to Php67.71 billion from last year while collections from non-
BIR operations likewise jumped by 7.06% to Php3.33 billion from last year. For the year, the bureau needs to collect a total of 
Php1.07 trillion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenor 12-Oct 19-Oct  Change

1m 1.21 1.23 1

3m 0.93 0.89 -4

6m 1.19 1.18 -1

1y 1.56 1.52 -4

2y 2.96 3.05 9

3y 4.01 4.05 4

4y 4.55 4.57 2

5y 4.76 4.73 -3

7y 4.80 4.86 6

10y 4.89 5.17 28

20y 5.86 5.85 -1

25y 6.14 6.12 -2

Average 3

Peso Yield Curve                                       

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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The week ahead (Oct 22 – Oct 26)  

 

Philippine stocks are expected to trade within a narrow range as investors look forward to a shortened trading week, complementing 
an IPO debut this coming Tuesday.  The PSEi is projected to hover within the 5,358 to 5,483 range, with investors also keenly 
awaiting results of the BSP's policy meeting this Thursday. A cut in key rates is still likely before year end given the Phil ippine 
Central Banks' concern of massive foreign inflows into emerging markets. The inflows have resulted in the peso's further strength 
towards a 4-1/2 year high of Php41.16 last week. 

 

Local companies are taking advantage of the high liquidity in the system: ICT and WEB recently raised US$136 million in capital 
from successive private placements. More IPOs are also in the pipeline in the 4th quarter, with Coal Asia Holdings, making its listing 
debut in the PSE this Tuesday.  Coal Asia is the parent company of Titan Mining and Energy Corporation (TMEC), owner of mining 
exploration and development rights around 13,000 hectares of property in Davao and Zamboanga. 

 

Meanwhile, trading in the local fixed income and currency market will be heavily influenced by another possible rate cut as bank 
regulators hold their monthly Monetary Board Meeting on October 25. Budget surplus/deficit data and the country’s imports figure 
will also be released within the week. 

 

 

 


